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Tupperware® Seals  
 
 

Explaining the proper use of the Tupperware® Seal is an important part of every party demonstration. 
For party guests to successfully use Tupperware® products, it is essential that they understand the proper use and care of 

the Seals. It may be helpful to show how to use the different Seals at the beginning of a demonstration and review this 

information as the demonstration progresses. Party guests will appreciate your thoroughness in sharing this important 

product information with them!  
 
 

Classic Round Seals 
The Seal most frequently identified with Tupperware is the Classic Round Seal, as it is used on most products. 

       
How to Use: 
To Seal—Place seal groove over the container rim. With hands held close to you, press seal firmly with thumbs until groove 
fits on rim. Continuing to press firmly, move thumbs around the seal edge until it snaps into place. Then, while pressing the 
center of the seal, lift tab slightly to expel the air. 
 
To Remove Seal—Hold container in place, lift up the tab and peel off seal.  
 
 

Square Rounds, Rectangular & Square Seals  
The second category of seals includes the Square Rounds, Rectangular and Square Seals. Although the seals shapes are 

different, the recommended method for applying and removing them is the same. During a demonstration, each seal should 

be referred to by its individual name—Square Rounds, Rectangular or Square Seal. 

       
How to Use: 
To Seal—Place Seal, groove over container rim. Press firmly on one corner. Pressing firmly, slide thumbs over top of Seal 
edge to opposite corners. Continuing to press firmly, slide thumbs over edges to fourth corner to complete sealing. 
 
To Remove Seal—Lift seal at one corner or by tab. Then lift other three corners, one at a time removing the seal. 
 

 
Instant Seals 
A third type of Seal is the Instant Seal. When party guests see it demonstrated, the word “instant” will create a memorable, 

descriptive word picture for them. A canister or bowl can be sealed quick-as-a-wink with the Instant Seal. Because sealing is 

so fast and easy and requires little strength or muscle coordination, these seals are ideal for people with physical limitations. 
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How to Use: 
To Seal—Place Seal groove over the container rim. Press seal center firmly with thumb, fingertips or “heel” of hand. You will 
hear the seal click into place. 
 
To Remove Seal—While pressing center with thumb, place fingertips under the seal edge, lift up seal and “peel” it off. 
 

 

Push-Button Seals 
The fourth Seal category is the Push-Button Seal. This design was created to aid in beverage service. Show party guests 

how to use the Push-Button Seal to pour or store beverages. 

          
How to Use: 
To Seal—Press push-button with thumb. Set the seal in the top of the pitcher so it rests on ledge below pouring spout. 
Release push button and the pitcher is sealed for storage. 
 
To Pour—Press push-button with thumb and raise the seal until the pouring spout is open. Release push button to hold 
seal in place for pouring. 
 
To Clean Seal—Remove fluted Seal from cover; this, also, releases push-button. Wash, rinse and dry parts thoroughly. 
Insert wide end of push button in the round receptacle in seal center. Place cover over the push-button and press together 
until they lock with a click. 
 

 

TIPS 
• Tupperware Products should be stored with seals off to keep them fresh. 

• The Place for™ Seals will help organize Classic Round Seals while saving space. Other seals should be stored flat in a 

drawer or cabinet. 

• Occasionally a seal can a bit tight when new. If this occurs, place the seal in warm to hot (not boiling) water for a few 

minutes and dry thoroughly. This will make it easier to fit the seal on the container.  

• Allow hot food or liquids to cool before sealing containers. 

 

 

Notes:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


